
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TURNBERRY AFTERNOON TEA 
12.00pm – 5.00pm 

 

 

 

 

In 1906, the year of Turnberry’s opening, our guests’ first glimpse of these fabled white walls would 
come as they alighted at the hotel’s own railway station. After their long journey, they would find rest 

and refreshment in this very lounge, while their servants would 
unpack and make ready their room. 

Turnberry Station may be long gone but that sense of arrival is still in the air 
at The Grand Tea Lounge. Afternoon tea is the heart of this evocative room – a refined, 
 relaxed occasion with an exquisite array of teas, champagnes, sandwiches and pastries. 

Open from early ‘til the wee small hours, The Grand Tea Lounge change 
 menus throughout the day. Yet, its essential, refined character remains unperturbed. 

So, please, take a seat, relax and let the day take care of itself, while we take care of you. 

 

 

 

 

All prices are inclusive of VAT, at the current rate, gratuities are not included and are at the guests discretion 
 

Starwood Hotels & Resorts, Worldwide Inc. are committed to providing the finest foods for our guests without compromising your safety in any way. 
Despite the lack of clear evidence, we have a policy to remove from our menu products containing genetically modified ingredients. Some foods may 

contain nuts, or traces of nuts. 



LOUNGE MENU 

FINGER SANDWICHES COLLECTION 
Served on wholemeal or white bread with salad & crisps 

Egg & Cress Mayonnaise £7.75 

Tuna & Caper Mayonnaise £7.75 

Turnberry Ham, sauce remoulade £7.75 

Vine Tomato & Mozzarella, basil pesto £8.25 

Oak Smoked Salmon, dill cream cheese £8.50 

Roast Scotch Beef, rocket leaves £11.75 

Prawn Marie Rose, iceberg lettuce £10.75 

Roast Chicken, baby gem lettuce £11.75 

DELI STYLE SANDWICHES 

THE AILSA CLUB SANDWICH £13.00 
Maize fed chicken breast, crisp bacon, fried egg, lettuce & tomato 

THE AYRSHIRE TOASTIE £11.00 
Ayrshire ham with Arran cheddar, marchioness chutney on a wholemeal bloomer 

LEMON CHICKEN WRAP £11.00 
Lemon scented chicken, crisp iceberg lettuce, tzatziki yoghurt dressing & pimento  

MEDITERRANEAN CIABATTA £10.75 
Grilled courgette, roasted peppers, mozzarella & olive tapenade 

SEAFOOD BLINI, £13.75 
Oak smoked salmon & prawn with caper crème fraiche served on a sour cream blini 

 

PASTRIES 

Homemade Turnberry Shortbread £1.50 

Caramel Shortcake £2.95 

Carrot Cake, Banoffee Tart or Walnut Chocolate Brownie £3.50 

Some foods may contain nuts, or traces of nuts. 

TEA SELECTION 
BLACK TEA 

TURNBERRY BLEND £4.50 
Our own special blend, selected from Fairtrade certified farms in Kenya, Assam and Sri Lanka, 
the Turnberry Tea has a smooth, mellow character.  

TRADITIONAL ENGLISH  £4.50 
A blend of fine Assam from the floodplains of the Brahmaputra River in India, this is a classic, robust 
tea with a strong, smooth flavour. 

DECAFFEINATED TRADITIONAL ENGLISH £4.50 
This classic blended tea from India sacrifices none of its traditionally robust character; it just happens 
to be naturally decaffeinated.  

ASSAM £4.50 
This strong, malty tea from north-eastern India has a smoothness that belies its powerful character. 

DARJEELING £4.50 
An exquisite tea, full of delicate flavours, Darjeeling has a delightful honey aroma and a light fragrant 
taste reminiscent of ripe green muscatel grapes. 

EARL GREY   £4.50 
A rich, dark tea from the Anhui province of China is blended with natural bergamot, citrus oil  
and lavender flowers for an aromatic, sensuous experience. 

FINE CEYLON £4.50 
Grown on high mountain slopes in the Dimbula region of Sri Lanka, this classic tea has all the 
aromatic flavour of a golden liqueur. 

 



TEA SELECTION 
 

LADY GREY £4.50 
A fragrant, bright tea scented with bergamot and citrus notes. Light in flavour and strength.  

 

OOLONG TEA 

LAPSANG SOUCHONG  £4.50 
The distinctive smoky aroma of this unique Chinese black tea comes from the ancient  
tradition of laying tea 
leaves on bamboo trays and drying them over charcoal fires. 

RUSSIAN CARAVAN £4.50 
When tea was transported from China to Russia by camel caravan, the leaves would absorb the 
aroma of the travellers’ campfires. That unique character is captured in this modern blend of Keemum 
and Oolong. 

TAIWANESE HIGH MOUNTAIN OOLONG £5.00 
From the Tung Ting mountains in Taiwan, these very delicate young tea leaves have a spring-like 
fragrance and a velvety texture. A light tea, rich in antioxidants, with a honey colour and a blossomy taste. 

ORANGE & BLOSSOM £4.50 
From the Tung Ting mountains in Taiwan, these very delicate young tea leaves have a spring-like 
fragrance and a velvety texture. A light tea, rich in antioxidants, with a honey colour and a blossomy taste. 

HERBAL INFUSION 

CHAMOMILE £4.50 
Made from a herb long favoured by gardeners, chamomile is a delicate aromatic infusion reputed 
to have relaxing properties. 

 

TEA SELECTION 
LEMONGRASS & PEPPERMINT £4.50 
The sweet taste of peppermint is blended with the smooth, citric character of lemongrass for an 
uplifting everyday drinking experience. 

PEPPERMINT £4.50 
Whole peppermint leaves are gathered and prepared to create an infusion with a cool, clean taste. 
Bright and refreshing, peppermint tea is thought to aid digestion. 

YERBA MATE £4.50 
Sourced from a South American holly tree discovered by the Guarani Indians, this tea has an opaque 
green appearance and a fresh, grassy taste, balanced by smoky overtones and a slightly dry finish. 

LEMONGRASS & GINGER £4.50 
Extremely refreshing and aromatic lemongrass blended with whole ginger pieces for a gently spicy finish.  
Bright, sharp and perfect with aromatic Asian food.  

GREEN TEA 

LONG JING GREEN £5.00 
According to local Chinese legend, the jade coloured leaves of this tea were originally grown near 
a well inhabited by dragons. Today, some 1200 years later, this is a full-bodied tea with an initial hit 
of sweetness, giving way to a savoury after taste. 

JIN SHANG TIAN HUA - FLOWERING TEA £5.00 
This exquisite tea is created by painstakingly veiling a single chrysanthemum flower with three tea 
leaves. Once immersed in water, the leaves unfurl and the flower is revealed. Pale, golden and mellow 
in appearance and taste.  

GUNPOWDER GREEN TEA & MINT £4.50 
Rolling fresh green tea into ‘gunpowder’ pods locks the flavour in. The pods are then combined with 
Egyptian peppermint leaves to create a punchy, sweet and reviving drink. 

JASMINE PEARLS £5.00 
Scented with fresh, aromatic jasmine flowers, these delicate pearls unravel in water to reveal 
an elegant scent and a sweet, fresh silvery tea with the delicate taste of jasmine blossoms. 

FLOWERING OSMANTHUS £5.50 
Sweet and soothing flowering green tea hand tied around sweet-tasting osmanthus blossoms  
and orange lily petals.  A hypnotic display of colour, with a heavenly sweet taste. 

 



TEA SELECTION 

WHITE TEA 

SILVER NEEDLE   £4.50 
A rare tea blended from the unopened leaf buds of fine Sri Lankan and Indonesian teas. Pale, almost 
crystal clear, white silver needle has a natural delicacy and a sweet, peachy character.  

ROOIBOS TEA 

ROOIBOS ORANGE & CINNAMON £5.00 
Popular in southern Africa for generations, rooibos teas have a rich, aromatic taste a distinctive red 
colour. This blend adds sweet oranges and hints of warming spice. 

ROOIBOS & PEPPERMINT £5.00 
Here, the rich rooibos is blended with refreshing peppermint for moments of calm and serenity. 

CHAI TEA 

CHAI £4.50 
JING Chai is a unique blend of high quality Ceylon and spices.  
The resulting tea has a spicy flavour and sweet aroma. 

Ask your sommelier for additional tea selection 

COFFEES 
 

Freshly Brewed Coffee, Decaffeinated Coffee or Espresso £3.75 

Double Espresso £4.50 

Cappuccino, Café Latte or Hot Chocolate £3.75 

 

AFTERNOON TEA 
12.00pm until 5.00pm 

There is something particularly pleasing about the 
‘taking of tea’ in the afternoon.  

It is a ritual with a tradition thought to date back to the beginning of the 19th century, when Anna, the seventh 

Duchess of Bedford invited friends to join her for ‘tea and a walking the fields’. This rather delightful occasion 
filled the long void between the early breakfasts and late dinners that were the customs of their day. 

Today, you may choose to go ‘a walking’ the golf course or ‘a soaking’ the spa rather than 

the Duchess’ fields. You will find, however, that afternoon tea at Turnberry 
remains a most enchanting invitation.  

TURNBERRY TEA 

Traditional Sandwiches  

& Viennese Bridge Rolls 

____ 

Freshly Baked Scones & Traditional Tea Cakes 

with Clotted Cream & Homemade Strawberry Preserve 

____ 

Assorted Traditional Tea Pastries. 

Tea Selection from the Tea Sommelier’s Trolley 

£28.00 per person 

____ 

Hendricks Afternoon tea 

Full Turnberry afternoon tea with a pot of Hendricks tea 

£32 per person 

CHAMPAGNE AFTERNOON TEA 

Full Turnberry tea with a glass of; 

Veuve Cliquot £39 – Moet & Chandon £36 

Veuve Cliquot Rose £42 –  G. H. Mumm £38 


